White Palace Hotel Bangkok

White Palace Hotel Bangkok Address: 40 Soi Petchburi 15 (Somprasong 3), Petchburi Rd., Rajthevee, Bangkok 10400

Average, 7.15 Score from 31 reviews

On entering The White Palace Hotel you will receive a sincerely warm and friendly welcome. The courteous and attentive service of hotel's helpful staff, who maintain the finest traditions of Thai hospitality, will compliment perfectly your stay in our elegant surroundings. The White Palace is the ultimate choice for both business and leisure travel. The spacious Cafe Concours and Dinning Room serve the finest Thai and International cuisine, masterly prepared and presented for your culinary pleasure. The 24-hour service restaurant featuring, Thai, Chinese and Western cuisines and the Happy Pub, present incomparable dining and entertaining opportunities. At leisure, enjoy a cool dive in the outdoor swimming pool. Feel revived and refreshed amid the surrounding greenery while exhilarated by kaleidoscopic panorama of the sky line of the City of Angels.
by: SHANY PERERA
from: Sri Lanka
date: March 02 2011

The staff was very helpful and friendly. Good breakfast. Poor view but location is very close to all the shopping malls. Room was very clean and tidy. The only problem we had was, they gave us a double room instead of a triple room. So one of us had to sleep in a small folding bed which they gave us.

by: MALU VIVA
from: Philippines
date: February 17 2011

I like the location, it is very convenient for shopping. Booking for tours is also not difficult. The front desk officers are ok. They answer questions when asked and give some tips. I like the massage area, we get to experience real Thai massage.

by: S.N. HATMI
from: Taiwan
date: January 30 2011

For shoppers good location, but not much things to eat in breakfast.
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